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Abstract

 Background: Skin cancer is becoming an important health 
problem.  Exposure to ultraviolet (UV), radiation can lead to skin 
cancer.

 Aim: We aim to review the literature to understand the 
connection between UV radiation from sunlight and skin cancer.

 Methods: We used pub med, National Cancer Institute and 
American Academy of dermatology websites.  We also 
interviewed a pilot, Captain Evey Cormican.

 Discussion: Damage to our skin caused by sun exposure can be 
prevented.  It is important to apply sunscreen, use UV filtering 
sunglasses, long sleeves and hats.

 Conclusion: Increasing awareness of the effects of sun exposure 
must begin at an early age.  Schools can play an important role 
in educating kids on skin protection.



Introduction1

Sunlight has many positive effects  on our health:

 Improves mood

 Treats depression.

 Decrease the stress

 Improved sleep

 Gives vitamin D

The harmful effects include:

 Damage to eyes

 Heat exhaustion.

 Heat stroke.

 Sunburn.

 Skin cancer.

 Wrinkles







The skin cancer mortality rate in less 
developed nations is up to 5 times 
higher than that in developed 
countries



Ultraviolet (UV) radiation2

 The sun, sun lamps and tanning booths all give off invisible rays reaching 

the earth, called UV radiation.

 The ozone layer is a shield around the earth that does not let most of the 

sun’s UV radiation reach us. 

 UVA rays can cause skin cells to age and can cause some indirect 
damage to cells’ DNA. UVA rays are mainly linked to long-term skin 

damage such as wrinkles, but they are also thought to play a role in 

some skin cancers.

 UVB rays can damage the DNA in skin cells directly, and are the main 

rays that cause sunburns. They are also thought to cause most skin 

cancers.

 UVC rays don’t reach the ground, so they are not normally a risk factor 

for skin cancer. But UVC rays can also come from some man-made 

sources, such as arc welding torches, mercury lamps, and UV sanitizing 

bulbs used to kill bacteria and other germs (such as in water, air, food, or 

on surfaces).

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/skin-cancer.html


Does sunburn cause cancer?

 Sunburn is skin damage and your body’s response to try to repair it – it’s 

a short-term warning for potential long-term DNA damage, and is a 

clear sign that the DNA in your skin cells has been damaged by too 

much UV radiation3. 

 If enough DNA damage builds up over time, it can cause cells to start 

growing out of control, which can lead to skin cancer.

 Getting sunburn, just once every 2 years, can triple your risk of 

melanoma skin cancer.

 For example, one study published by the American Association for 

Cancer Research found that sunburns earlier in life were linked to higher 

risk of melanoma skin cancer4.



Interview with Captain Evey Cormican
Loves her 
job but 

misses her 
family and 

always 
happy to 

come back 
home India has the 

most female 
pilots

Film inside 
glass coating 

in airplane 
protects from 

some UV 
radiation , 
but not all

Evey always 
wears sun 
protective 
clothing, 

sunglasses 
and hat

She is a 
breast 
cancer 
survivor

Due to lack of 
protection from 

earth’s 
atmosphere, 
high altitudes 
have cosmic 

radiation, which 
increases pilots 
risk of cancer 

She became 
a Captain 

after studying 
and getting 

licensed as a 
pilot
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Sun Safety Awareness at home and School7

 Schedule weekend activities and practices to avoid peak sun

intensity hours between 10 AM – 2 PM. 

 Use extra caution near water, snow, and sand because they reflect and 

intensify the damaging rays of the sun, which can increase your 

chances of sunburn. 

 Talk to your child’s teacher and coach about how they incorporate

sun safe behaviors. Does your child need a note at school to

apply sunscreen? 

 Enhance the school property by creating shaded areas where the kids 

play outside.

 Educate staff and children about the UV index number. Check it every 

day with their

teachers and write it on the white board. The message is we need 

protection every day

and the higher the UV index number the more protection you need. 
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